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Abstract—Known the health state of each mechanical part
in advance is particularly important in mechanical
equipment conditional monitoring. However, it is one of the
most difficulties to be solved in mechanical equipment
conditional monitoring. A new probability boxes theory
research Strategy for the mechanical equipment healthy
state monitoring was proposed to solve the above problem.
Firstly, the probability box theory was introduced and the
basic concepts and the relationship of probability box and
Dampster Shafer structure were contracted. The feasibility
was discussed then. Secondly, the relationship of probability
box’s compactness and data uncertainty was verified by a
uncertainty Variables which obeyed by the exponential
distribution. Finally, the probability box research strategy
was proposed in details with a simulation rotating machinery
fault test bed. The corresponding sensors were layout on the
reasonable positions to monitor the various mechanical parts;
the experimental data was Obtain by the corresponding
sensor for the monitored objects. Different data of health
state and fault state was obtained; the specification of
probability box heath index was established. The results
show that the strategy may be a promising healthy state
monitoring method for Mechanical Equipment.
Keywords- Probability box theory; Research Strategy;
Uncertainty; Healthy State Monitoring; Condition Monitoring

I.
INTRODUCTION
The system uncertainties of mechanical equipment are
different at various running stages. At initial stage, each
parts or components are healthy and running smoothly.
There is less uncertainties problem with the mechanical
equipment system. With the increase of operation time, the
uncertainties of the system increase gradually. Just like
human being, the mechanical equipment enters into the
sub-health state. With the further increase of operation
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time, some mechanical parts fail. These parts in fault state
should be replaced to keep the system running.
Known the health state of each mechanical part in
advance is particularly important in mechanical equipment
conditional monitoring. However, it is one of the most
difficulties to be solved in mechanical equipment
conditional monitoring. The probability box (Referred as
p-box) theory provides a new way to solve the above
problem. The advantage of p-box theory is that it can
express almost all types of uncertainty. The p-box can
accurately express the quantity of uncertainty. A health
state monitoring strategy of mechanical equipment based
on the p-box theory was proposed.
The P-box theory comes from the probability
distribution function under the condition of known
probability distribution type. It was experienced the
crossover study with fuzzy theory [1], DS evidence theory
[2]
, based on the traditional probabilistic Boolean logic [3],
sparse sample Kolmogorov method [4]. It was integrated
into the stochastic algorithm (such as Bayesian reasoning
and evidence theory), but also into the artificial intelligent
algorithm (such as set theory, neural network [5], expert
system, fuzzy theory[6]).The USA Sandia National
Laboratory in cooperation with the America Energy
Department released an uncertainty research report [7] in
2003, which means that the probability box has entered a
relatively mature stage in theory.
Its application has been the trend of diffusion in recent
years. Its application areas include: the failure probability
evaluation of fault system [8], the uncertainty evaluation of
vibration system dynamic responses [9], The uncertainty of
climate change [10], Seawall risk modeling and reliability
assessment [11-12], Automobile gearbox reliability design [13],
finite element modeling and parameter optimization of
rocket shell structure[14], parameter uncertainty of damped
oscillator[15], multi-parameters uncertainty mathematical
modeling [16], Mechanical reliability system architecture
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and evaluation[17], The flood control evaluation of water
conservancy system [18], The error accumulated expression
and evaluation of the measuring system [19], the sea level
estimation in the further considering climate change [20],
etc.
II.

right boundary F ( x) is the lower boundary of the
probability distribution, corresponding in the upper
boundary of quantile x.

PROBABILITY BOXES AND D EMPSTER-SHAFE
STRUCTURE

There are two fundamentally distinct forms of
uncertainty in the nature. The first is variability that arises
from environmental stochasticity, inhomogeneity of
materials, fluctuations in time, variation in space, or
heterogeneity or other differences among components or
individuals. Variability is sometimes called Type I
uncertainty. Type I cannot be changed. The second kind of
uncertainty is the incertitude that comes from scientific
ignorance, measurement uncertainty, inobservability,
censoring, or other lack of knowledge. This is sometimes
called Type II uncertainty. Type II can be changed as the
science development so most researches aim to Type II.
Type I uncertainty is always represented by probability
theory. Several disparate theories have been proposed to
represent type II such as Intervals Analysis, Imprecise
Probabilities. Dempster-Shafer Structure (DSS) was
proposed by Shafe and the probability boxes (p-boxes)
were proposed by Willianson. P-boxes and DSS can
present both type I and type II uncertainties.
A. Probability box
Whether the probability distribution type is known or
not, the upper and lower bounds are defined. The real
cumulative probability will be limited in the area
surrounded by the two bounds. The area is defined as pbox.
If F ( x ) and F ( x) are increasing function of real
numbers, which ranges are in [0,1]. For all x  , there
exists the relationship F ( x )  F ( x ) . The interval
[ F ( x ), F ( x )] presents the upper and lower bounds of
increasing
function
F(x)
and
satisfies
the
condition F ( x )  F ( x )  F ( x ) . The range [ F ( x ), F ( x )] is
called as a pair of function with an uncertainty distribution,
which is called as a probability box.
For a random variable X, assuming the probability
distribution of X is unknown, F ( x) is defined as the lower
Cumulative distribution function (CDF) which presents the
probability of X  x . Similarly, F ( x ) is defined as the
upper CDF. The upper and lower bounds of the probability
distribution function can be calculated by the probability
measure P( x ) :



F X ( X )  1  P( X  x ) 





F X ( X )  P( X  x) 



As shown in Fig .1, the left boundary F ( x ) is the
upper boundary of the probability distribution,
corresponding in the lower boundary of quantile x. The

Figure 1. The Schematic diagram of a p-box

B.

Dempster Shafer Structure（ DSS）

A finite DSS on the real number field  can be
presented by its basic probability assignment function,
which is a mapping relation:

m : 2  [0,1] 





m( )  0,


m(ai )  pi (ai  , i  1, 2...n ), 



m( D )  0（D  ai）
Where:


n

pi  0 and  pi  1 



i 1

The plausibility function (Pls): It’s a sum of all the
corresponding mass of a DSS which has intersection with
the subset b   , which can be presented by the following
function:


Pls(b) 



m(a ) 

a
a  b 



m ( ai ) 



i
ai  b 

The belief function (Bel): It’s a sum of all the
corresponding mass of a DSS which is the subset of
interval b   , which can be presented by the following
function:


Bel (b)   m(a ) 
a
a b

 m(a ) 
i



i
ai  b

A DSS is composed by the sets which
including an interval and its corresponding mass.
The form is as follows {([x1, y1], m1), ([x2, y2],
m2), …, ([xn, yn], mn)} and satisfying the
following conditions:
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xi  yi ，  mi  1 ， yi  y j 



The lower bound of a p-box can be achieved
by the sum of all the corresponding lower
bounds of a DSS and the upper bound of a p-box
can be achieved by the sum of all upper bounds
of a DSS. If a DSS can be presented by {([x1,
y1], m1), ([x2, y2], m2), …, ([xn, yn], mn)}, the
lower bound (Bel) function and the upper bound
function of the corresponding p-box transformed
from the DSS can be expressed by:


F ( z )  Bel ( z ) 

m
yi  z

i



F ( z )  Pls( z )   mi 



The p-boxes results are shown in Fig .4, from which
several conclusions can be analyzed as following: the
smaller the fluctuation ranges become, the more compact
the p-box express. With the parameters’ fluctuation range
increase, the compactness of p-box become worse, which
means the uncertainties contained by p-box are increasing.
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C. The Relationship of P-box and DSS
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The transformation process from a DSS to a p-box is
not all information reserving. Some information in details
will be lost. The p-box can also be transformed into a DSS
by standard discretization.
A p-box can be composed of different DSS. The mass
of the DSS’s interval can be the same or not. In order to
calculate conveniently, a p-box is always broken down into
a DSS with the same mass. This process is also known as
the discretization of a p-box as shown on Fig .2.
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Figure 4. The p-boxes result of different compactness

B. The research strategy for mechencial equipment
healthy state monitoring
The simulation rotating machinery fault test bed
QPZZ-II was used to illustrate the strategy. Signal
acquisition was used by the United States NI PXI-1042Q
high performance acoustic vibration test system. The
software was used by LabVIEW data acquisition software.
Sensors were used by the United States PCB M603C01
ICP acceleration sensors. The experimental apparatus was
shown in Fig .5.
Bearing seat

Figure 2. the Equiprobable discretization of a p-box

III.

THE RESEARCH STRATEGY
BOXES THEORY

OF PROBABILITY

A. The relationship between the p-box compactness and
data uncertainty
The p-box’s compactness of mechanical part is the best
in health state. With the extension of running time, the pbox’s compactness is becoming worse. In order to
illustrate the relationship between the p-box compactness
and data uncertainty, an instance of p-box was proposed.
An uncertainty variable x is assumed to be obeyed the
exponential distribution. It rate parameter (λ)’s fluctuation
range is [2, 3], [1.5, 3.5], [1, 4], as shown in Fig .3.
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Figure 3. The flucturation range of rate parameter (λ)

Figure 5. The experimental apparatus

This system consists of motor, belt, coupling, bearings,
shaft, gear box etc. the concrete strategy was shown as
following:
(1) Layout the corresponding sensors on the reasonable
positions to monitor the various mechanical parts (such as
gear, shaft, bearing, etc.). The types of sensor can be
selected according to the specific circumstances of the
object to be monitoring.
(2) Obtain the experimental data by the corresponding
sensor for the monitored objects.
(3) According to the types of various original data,
choose different modeling methods.
(4) Obtain the p-boxes in healthy state.
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(5) Replace the normal healthy mechanical with the
fault one. In running condition, obtain the corresponding
experimental data.
(6) Obtain the p-boxes in fault state.
(7) Compare of the two kinds of state (health and fault)
probability box. Establish the specification of the p-box
health index by some qualitative indicators.
(8) Obtain the p-boxes of all objects to be monitoring
by many experiments and establish the corresponding
database.
(9) Establish the mechanical parts’ p-box dynamic
detection index according to standard mechanical
equipment state detection.
IV.

CONCLUSIONS

A new probability boxes theory research Strategy for
the mechanical equipment healthy state monitoring was
proposed in this paper. The probability box theory was
introduced and the basic concepts and the relationship of
probability box and Dampster Shafer structure were
contracted to illustrate the p-box theory’s capability of
dealing with data uncertainty.
The relationship of probability box’s compactness and
data uncertainty was verified by a uncertainty Variables
which obeyed by the exponential distribution. The smaller
the fluctuation ranges become, the more compact the p-box
express. With the parameters’ fluctuation range increase,
the compactness of p-box become worse, which means the
uncertainties contained by p-box are increasing.
The probability box research strategy was proposed in
details with a simulation rotating machinery fault test bed.
The strategy may be a promising healthy state monitoring
method for mechanical equipment.
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